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"Activists: Syrian Regime Forces Some Palestinians to Fight At 

Battlefronts, And Kills Them Later  

 
 

 

 Palestinian refugee tortured to death in the regime’s prisons. 

 Activists: Lives of dozens of PRS at high risk after their boats’ perforation 

across the Aegean Sea. 

 PRS in Lebanon Committee honours two students at Insani Centre in Sidon. 

 446 female PRS killed in Syria.  
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VICTIMS 

Palestinian refugees ''Fares Jakhlab'' was tortured to death in the prisons 

of the Syrian regime after being arrested for around five years, Jakhlab 

used to live in Al-Raml Camp in Latakia. 

This incident brings the toll of Palestinian refugees who have been 

tortured to death in Syrian prisons to 434, while Syrian security is still 

reticent on the fate of Palestinian prisoners. 

 

RECENT UPDATES 

Activists confirmed that the regime’s army and security forces committed 

double crime by shooting Palestinian pro-regime fighters from behind, 

explaining that many young Palestinians 

joint pro-regime fighting groups, but could 

not protect their own lives from what 

could be described as “betrayal”.  

The activists reported that many 

Palestinian refugees from Khan Dannoun 

Camp in Damascus Countryside, were 

conscripted in the military "Fourth Band" 

but refrained very soon and handed over 

their weapons after it became clear to them that most of their fellow 

Palestinian conscripts were killed by "friendly fire" from behind. 

It is noteworthy that, the Fourth Band is considered one of the most 

important military bands of the regime’s army, which does not, usually, 
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conscript Palestinians. But during the current conflict; Palestinians were 

conscripted in affiliated sub-groups formed for that purpose. The same 

policy was adopted by the "Republican Guard" forces. 

It is noteworthy that the AGPS has documented 714 victims of Palestinian 

refugees killed during participation in the Syrian conflict. 

Turning to Lebanon, where the PRS in Lebanon Committee, in 

cooperation with Insani Centre, honoured on Monday 29 February 2016, 

the two students “Aseel Hassan”, first place winner of PRS students in 

Lebanon, and “Riham Mando” from Homs City, also a first place winner 

in the eighth grade at the centre in Sidon City. 

 

It is noteworthy that the Palestinian students displaced from Syria to 

Lebanon face great difficulties regarding the Lebanese curriculum, which 

depends mainly on foreign language teaching in contrast to the Syrian 

curriculum. 

In a different context, the Rescue Centre declared that, a boat believed to 

be carrying Palestinian immigrants coming from the shores of Izmir, 
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heading to the Greek Mitelina Island, suffered a puncture caused by the 

collision with rocks in the Aegean Sea, which put high risks on their lives.  

This coincides with the non-stop arriving boats carrying Palestinian 

refugees fleeing the Syrian war to Greece and to western Europe 

countries next. 

 

It should be noted that hundreds of Palestinian refugees waiting in line to 

cross into European countries either by sea or by land, noting that more 

than 71,200 PRS arrived to Europe until the end of December 2015. 

In turn, Monitoring and Documentation Team of the AGPS confirmed 

documenting 446 PRS females killed during the war in Syria. 

According the AGPS statistics; 75 females are still under arrest at the 

branches of the Syrian security. 
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Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 29 February 2016  

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 42,500 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according 

to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015.  

 More than 71,200 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived 

Europe until the end of December 2015.  

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian Regime's 

Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine – 

General Command), continued for 989 days respectively. In addition, 

power cuts continued for more than 1051 days, water cut 

for 539 days. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

186 victims.   

 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the residents 

from returning back to their houses for 845 days respectively.  

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 1038 days 

after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it.  

 Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 699 days, and 70% of 

its buildings were destroyed.  

 Jarmana, AL-SaiedaZainab, Al-Raml, Al-Aedein Homs and 

AedeinHama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the 

economic crises.  

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia-Khan EShieh road.  


